
Climbing-the wrong route
R. Sale

Climbing as a spon has always been one of the most difficult to explain to the
non-participant. The famous Mallory quotation, that Everest is climbed because it
is there, is a totally clear and concise description to any climber, while at the same
time being nonsensical to anyone attempting to obtain a better understanding. One
dilTiculty is that climbing has never been a recreational spon in the truest sense of
the word, because the risks involved, even at a minor involvement level, have always
been considerable, and far more than would be run by anyone seeking exercise.
Even if the definition of climbing is extended to include the mountain walker, and I
would submit that it should, then the risks he runs are higher than in most other
sports. The objective dangers, weather, terrain ete. do not appear in many other
sports, and if the subjective dangers can be said to be similar to contact sports, ie
broken limbs, then it is also true that the climber risks injuring himself rather than
being injured by someone else. Because of this high-risk element climbing has
always atlracted a strange band of men; those to whom the closeness of death is
needed for the enjoyment of life; those to whom climbing is a microcosm-the
intensity of life, the finality of death, magnified and then focused into a shortened
time period-to be experienced over and again.

Ask these men their views on what climbing is and those views will be wide, as
will be the reasons why they climb. There will be differences, but the differences will
not be as profound as the similat"ities. They climb because they love mountains.
They speak of the same things, the awe-inspiring view, the effect of light on ice, the
feel and sound of the wind, the smell of wet rock. And to experience these things
they will expose themselves to the dangers that climbing brings. Such ideas are
poetic, but then until recently the idea of the mountaineer-poet was not novel. It
has become a requirement of our modern materialism to sneer at such ideas, but
that does not make them incorrect. And neither does it make them go away. Read
Habeler's account of sunlight in Western Cwm if you need persuading. Coupled
with this awareness of natural things is an awareness of man as a natural being, and
its extension, an awareness of man as a being capable of some inner profundity.
That also is not new, though it is, similarly, much maligned. But what does Messner
say of his solo ascent of Nanga Parbat-'I've often thought how it would be if I just
remained sitting on an eight-thousander. Is it not a mountaineer's secret wish to
stay up there? Not to return to the world which has only just been left behind with
such an eHort?'. And Habeler says in his account of the Everest climb-' I can well
imagine Mick Burke sitting happily smiling on the summit, and thinking to himself,
"How beautiful it all is up here; I'd like to stay here"'. They understand the true
nature of climbing, and express it as well as it can be expressed, and they are at the
same time 2 of the greatest climbers who have ever lived.

This all sounds very serious, and climbing is a serious business. It is so serious
that if you did not laugh at it and yourself occasionally you would go mad. In any
case the essence of such things is excitement and that can, and usually does, lead to
fun. So when we turn to the climbing literature we would expect to find these ideas
mirrored, though not explicitly because in the main adventure is better than poetry,
laughs are better than deaths. But we do not. Because now the attitude to climbing
has changed dramatically, the current obsession with competition and commercial
interest having distorted the framework of the sport.
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Conside" lhe cil;e of rock climbing. When a climber views a rock face the climb
Ihal capture hi; imagination arc lhose thal follow lhe natural line, the perfect line,
beciluse these give climbs Ihat are conceived in relation IQ lhe cliff. Thc')' are in wne
wilh the rhythms oflhe rock. The routes lhat filllhe gaps between such lines, and
follow lines of hold; haphazardlv up faces are nOI as beautiful. They are probably
h<lrder. indeed Ihey arc contrived solely to give a difficult pa sage, but they "elate
poor,," to the lace. The clifTbecomes unimportant, it could be anything, it could I e
lhe ;ide of a bridge, but for onc lhing-there is high kudos to I e gained from
climbing a ne\,' route, mo,'e so if il is harder than anything yet done, and even more
if il is on onc oflhe recognized important c1ifTs. The face become important at last,
Clogwyn is wort h more points than Goganh which is worth more than .... No
"'onder it is possible 10 come acro s som onc willing 10 admit in print his private
lear Ihal Carn Dearg BUltreS will go the way of Clogwyn, with every quare foot
climbed on.

We arc now at a stage when it would apl ear that the most important thing about
climbing is not lhat you do it but that you do it well, in fanlhal you are beller than
anyone else, and if you fall short of the high standard sel by someone el e you mu t
be prepared 10 justi y yourself. Read any article now that purports to tell of the fun
and excilement "Ht wa had on a rock-face somewhere. It i' full of "eference to
desperale moves (not too de perale of course, e pecially if someone cl e found
them ea y), ilnd hea\'y with anxiou c1f-ju tification. The aid wa reduced to one
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point, which we had to use because or the rain, the gardening required, Soon
climbs will be given a justification index, J I, use one point or aid, ir you can justiry
good rea on for it, eg doctor' nOte on poor condition or reet, M t. Office weather
chart. The real reason thal the climber used the aid or course was that he relt that
one or lWO pos ibilities might occur irhe did not. Fir t1y that he might not complele
the route, or secondly thal he mighl rail and hurt himselr, Which has now become
the more important? I rear thal some climbers anxious 1'01' the honour that attache
to a new route or early ascent are more anxious about railing than railing, a
ituation Ihal i deplorable (the more so ir it persuade the inexperienced or

weak-willed on to climb 100 diOlcull 1'01' them); and that has been brought aboUl
by the in i ten e that only compelition i or any ,'ea I importance in modern
climbing,

It is unrair, or course, 10 accu 'e the climbing literature or crealing lhe iwation
single-handed, Any magazine can be seen as JUSl a mirror or the auiwdes or il
reader, although it would be po sible 1'01' lhem to do more by highlighting tho 'e
a pen or climbing that have the lP'eatest appeal. There are, arter all, onl a very rew
climbers at lhe peak or lhe competitive pinnacle and il is sad that the ideals and
hopes or those below them, who can be een as supporting the pinnacle, are
ignored, Some blame must, therefore, auach to the climbing literalure, Some also
mUSI auach to lhe equipment manuraclllrers, Much or the credit for the recent
increa e in standards throughout climbing must go to them, Standards increase
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because the new gear allows you to climb the same Alpine route faster and hence to
minimize the risk, and more generally because it allows a greater 'feel'-either by
direct contact with the rock or ice, or by the protection that it affords to hard
moves-and so increases confidence. But while it is true that the manufacturers
have without question helped LO raise tandards they have also played theiJ' pan in
downgrading climbing as a human activity by exploiting the commercial
adval1lages of competition. Climbers now support a considerable industry, with
manufacturers competing with newer and more exotic gadgetl)', the new-product
a-month philosophy. The less discriminating individual can now be persuaded to

own a considerable array of gear in his quest for fame. And nothing brings fame
like success. Success, with a capital S, and twO strokes through it.

But this is all vitriolic, and can be dismissed, if need be, as rhe ramblings of
someone who did nor make it. So whar do I seek. Well, Blake said 'grear things
happen when men and mountains meet', and such is the case. The exploits of Buhl,
Bonatti and Messner show this, and whar they have done is the ultimare example of
what I seek. Whether you solo an 8000 metre peak or Tryfan mosr things are the
same. I want the degradation of the hill LO SLOp, because it degrades me also, and I
see the use of the hill as a circus ring as a real degradation, and a real rhreat LO rhe
framework of climbing. And my opinion should maller, as every climber's should.
We should not be brow-beaten by the hard men into believing that only their
opinion is of J'e1evance, it is our hill as well. It is po sible to reverse rhe rrend. The
Dolomite idea of a direuissima-where a drop of water falls from the summit is the
route I shall follow-was deplored because of the production of bolt routes which
ignored nearby free climbing possibilities. The rock climber as engineer was
persuaded to desist.

Isolated examples still exist of those who seek a purer erhic and with it a less
competirive allitude. In recent rimes a British rock climber gained a certain fame by
refusing to climb routes that he could not ascend without aid, prefeJTing LO rerreat
and leave it for someone beller (or with fewer scruples?). How's that for
competition logic stood on its head. Such incidents are limited, however, and it is
not always easy to see which ascents are achieved for a purity of ethic or for an
advanced form of competition. Nevertheless in the long run climbs like the recent
ones on Jannu, Kangchenjunga and Messner's on Nanga Parbat offer more than
the blatantly commercial French expedition LO Everest. Let us seek and hope for a
new morality. Any sport which is dominated by commercial intere ts and urges,
and in which the individual and his exploits have become more important than rhe
game can be corrupted out of exisrence.
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